DEAR FRIENDS,

I think the best thing we can say about the 2020-2021 season, mostly cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic, is that we survived it. In light of the State of Maryland’s public health orders, we canceled the majority of our programming in the theatre. But through it all, you, our loyal patrons, continued to renew memberships, send donations, and purchase artwork. For that we are so grateful!

We did take advantage of the theatre being closed to complete the renovations that had been planned in 2019. From March - August 2020, we replaced the carpet, removed the wallpaper, painted the walls, installed a new stage floor, hung new stage curtains, and got all new house lighting. It’s all ready to welcome you back to the theatre!

While our theatre remained closed most of the year, our galleries were able to reopen last summer, giving us the opportunity to present several exhibits this year. We had old favorites, like our 18th Annual Member Show and Youth Art Month, but we also branched out with fresh exhibits like “WWII: The Soldiers from Westminster,” which featured senior portraits of local veterans, as well as “Mobiles and Stabiles,” which showcased a kinetic sculpture wonderland.

An improved relationship with technology made reaching audiences during this uncertain year easier than ever! We held a hybrid Festival of Wreaths thanks to a new online auction platform and we live-streamed several events on our Facebook page and YouTube channel, including panel film discussions and a poetry revue from spoken word group, DewMore Baltimore.

This year also marked the start of a great partnership with TownMall of Westminster. In August, we developed an outdoor event where kids and adults could create chalk “Mallsterpieces” on the sidewalks around the mall, and in April they generously donated an empty department store space for us to hold a COVID-friendly, socially-distanced PEEPshow. Our peeps were very grateful!

Thankfully, we also secured generous grants that kept us going. We received two Paycheck Protection Plan grants, an MSAC Emergency Grant, and a large grant from the Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development for shuttered theatres. These grants allowed us to keep most of our staff and continue operations as normally as possible.

As we launch into a new, and definitely better, fiscal year, I have mixed emotions about leaving my role as Executive Director in September. I am excited for my new entrepreneurial adventure, but I am sorry to leave the fabulous patrons, artists, performers, staff, volunteers, and board members that make up the Carroll County Arts Council. It is thanks to all of you that we survived the past year and have come out poised for a powerful new season. You’re all appreciated and we couldn’t do it without your help!

Sincerely,

Judy Morley, Ph.D.
Executive Director
Carroll County Arts Council
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THANK YOU
CARROLL COUNTY COMMUNITY

As our community recovers from the pandemic, we are excited to fully reopen the Arts Center and continue the Arts Council’s activities to support Carroll County and advance our mission “to enrich our community, both culturally and economically, by presenting, promoting, and supporting a wide variety of arts opportunities for our residents, visitors, and artists.” We began our next fiscal year in July with renewed enthusiasm for the future.

With 4 new board members joining, and interviewing candidates for a new executive director, there is a lot of excitement and optimism for the future. Change can be scary, but brings with it a renewed vision and resolve. The board wishes Judy the best in her future endeavors, and a heartfelt thank you for her tremendous leadership during a very difficult time, and positioning the Arts Council to be stronger than ever.

Welcome back to old friends and supporters of the arts; enjoy the familiar and new programs at the Arts Center. We look forward to making new friends and helping arts organizations recover and advance the arts in Carroll County. There is a tremendous opportunity as we emerge from the social restrictions that affected all of us so much.

The Arts Council learned a great deal as it negotiated the new landscape, creating virtual programs and adapting by offering new things like activity box kits, while continuing popular events like the PEEPshow, it’s first time held virtually in 2020, then successfully hosted off-site in 2021 for the first time. None of this could have been accomplished without the dedication and creativity of the Arts Council staff. Thank you JoAnna, Claudia, Lindsay, Rosalyn, Moriah, Stacy, and Judy for everything you’ve done. And thank you, our community, donors, volunteers and supporters for attending and helping!

Please continue to support the arts and bring friends to grow our community.

Thomas Sterner
President
Carroll County Arts Council Board of Directors
After closing our building due to COVID-19, our first exhibit back at the Arts Center in June 2020 was “WWII: The Soldiers of Westminster.” This unique photo project, researched by Steve Bowersox, displayed the senior portraits of Westminster High School alumni who served in World War II. Later in the summer, we also had “Capture,” our annual exhibit from the Carroll County Camera Club and “The Art of Protest,” a community-sourced exhibit of protest signs from a variety of social causes. The rest of our 2020 exhibit season consisted of our annual Members Show and our Gallery of Gifts holiday boutique.

In the new year, our Tevis Gallery was home to “To the Tune of...” a call-for-artists exhibit that asked participants to create a work inspired by music. These artists took inspiration from various singers and composers, like Mozart, Johnny Cash, and Bruno Mars. This past spring, we showcased more local artists with Youth Art Month; “A Little Bit of Locality,” an exhibit from the Carroll County Artists Guild; “Viewfinder,” a show featuring photography from John Carter and Mark Dodd; and “Mobiles and Stabiles,” a unique collection of fantastical kinetic sculptures created by local artists Charlie Maiorana and CCAC Board President, Thomas Sterner.
Art Classes

With our usual in-person class schedule suspended due to COVID, our staff had to adapt our educational programs to a virtual or at-home format. After the success of last year’s Summer Camp Activity box, a Halloween Activity box full of spook-tacular crafts was offered this past fall. Additionally, we offered a virtual wreath-making workshop in preparation for the Festival of Wreaths and a virtual youth theatre class.

Special Events

Mall-sterpiece

**August 21, 2020**

This outdoor community chalk event attracted 70 participants to the TownMall of Westminster. Together, they beautified the mall’s sidewalks with uniquely colorful chalk mosaics!

23rd Annual Festival of Wreaths

**Nov 27 - Dec 6, 2020**

The 2020 Festival of Wreaths silent auction was revamped this year to be a hybrid event. Over 100 wreaths were on display at the Arts Center, but all the bidding (whether in-person or online at home) took place through Handbid, a mobile auction platform. Not only did this redux make the event safe for our visitors, it made the bidding process easier than ever! The Arts Council raised over $15,000 from this beloved holiday event.

PEEPshow

**Mar 26 - Apr 5, 2021**

2021 was the year that our annual PEEPshow fundraiser returned to the community! Hosted both in person at the TownMall of Westminster and online, thousands of our loyal peeps were thrilled to see this year’s marshmallow masterpieces. The big winner was “Elvis Peepsley is in the Building” by Kelly Soverns, winning all three top Audience Choice prizes! Thanks to our visitors’ generosity, the Arts Council raised a total of $80,000.

Art in the Park

**June 5, 2021**

Our annual free arts and crafts festival returned to the grounds of Westminster City Hall with 42 vendors, live music, and hundreds of shoppers.
Concerts

Live events finally returned to our theater for a brief time in the fall and winter of 2020. Our first live event in over six months was Silver Spring-based dance troupe Urban Artistry, who performed a powerful original program entitled "Love in a Time of Pandemic: Meaningful Movement for Uncertain Times." Our stage also hosted classic rock cover group the Sagamore Band, jazz from the Leister Quartet, and our perennial holiday favorite, A Charlie Brown Jazz Christmas with the Eric Byrd Trio. Though capacity was limited, our audiences were grateful to be back at the theater!

Children’s Theatre

The Arts Council’s children’s theatre troupe hasn’t been on our stage since fall 2019, but they did perform their first virtual musical in May 2021! “Could You Hug a Cactus?” was a whimsical music revue that was pre-recorded and released on our Facebook page and YouTube channel for all to enjoy for free. Featuring 10 local youth, this short production of songs and poems kept their love of performing alive.
Unable to hold their usual monthly film screenings, our resident movie club had to adapt to the times. After making the difficult decision to not host FLICC’s 2021 Documentary Series and Foreign Film Festival in person, we developed free virtual events that could still engage audiences with both series’ selected films. In place of the January Documentary Series, we hosted Doc Talks, weekly live-streamed events that further explored the themes of this year’s documentary picks. Highlights from the series included a Martin Luther King Jr. Day poetry performance from spoken-word troupe DewMore Baltimore for the film *John Lewis: Good Trouble*, and a conversation between four local musicians about the 60s folk-pop movement at the center of the music-filled doc, *Echo in the Canyon*. Over 150 people tuned into these live events and the recorded broadcasts are still available to view at any time on our Facebook page and YouTube channel!

In place of February’s Foreign Film Festival, we hosted free FLICC Foreign Film Zoom Chats. Folks were encouraged to watch this year’s foreign film selections on their own and then tune into a Zoom meeting where they could rant, rave, and learn more about the movie. Discussion topics included the Hitchcockian nature of Bong Joon-ho’s *Parasite*, the history of romantic comedies like *Romantics Anonymous*, the French New Wave movement exemplified by *The 400 Blows*, and the cultural and autobiographical context of Pedro Almodovar’s *Pain and Glory*. Each chat averaged around 23 participants, making for some lively discussions.

Also virtual this year were the Oscar Nominated Short films. 103 patrons were able to rent and view the films through the Arts Council’s virtual screening room!

Thankfully, the FLICC film hiatus ended this past spring. One of the most popular spring FLICC screenings was the Beatles-themed comedy, *Yesterday*. 

**FLICC (Film Lovers in Carroll County)**

*ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:* DewMore Baltimore; *Echo in the Canyon* Doc Talk; *Yesterday*; *Parasite*
Scholarships

- **Tevis College Arts Scholarship**
  Seniors from our local Carroll County high schools are awarded $1,000 to pursue an arts major in college.
  - 7 scholarships totalling $7,000 total
  - The Class of 2021 recipients are pursuing majors in Theatre Arts, Music Education, Music Performance, Music Therapy, Fashion Design, and Television and Film.

- **Tom Holder Scholarships**
  Students in need can receive free or reduced tuition for CCAC education programs.
  - A total of $250 was awarded to 5 local youth to give them free Summer Camp and Halloween Activity Boxes.

Grants

- **Community Arts Development (CAD) Grants**
  Large grants that support either the general operations of local arts organizations or help non-arts organizations complete arts-related projects.
  - 11 grants totaling $50,000
  - One CAD Project Grant went to the Downtown Sykesville Connection to create and produce a Sykesville coloring book that involved local photographers, cartoonists, and graphic designers.

- **Mini-Grants**
  Small grants that support other various arts projects.
  - 4 grants totaling $3,100
  - One project supported by a mini-grant this year was the mini Art Galleries for Everyone from artist collective, 5x7 Underground.
The old B&O Railroad Station, designed and built by E. Francis Baldwin
“Helios”
by Elizabeth M Davis
Assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $412,445
Investments
Sandy Oxx Legacy Fund $237,082
Long Term Fund $328,017
Fixed Assets
Total Assets $1,108,710

Liabilities:

Current liabilities
Accrued payroll and state taxes $2,073
Total Liabilities $2,073

Equity:

Fund Balance $720,369
Net Income <$386,267>
Total Equity $1,106,636

REVENUE $1,067,208

EXPENSES $686,933

Grants (76%)
Other Earned Income (1%)
Education (1%)
Art & Gallery Sales (3%)
Rental Income (0.5%)
Donations & Memberships (9%)
Fundraising Events (9%)
Programs (0.5%)

Grants & Scholarships (9%)
Other Expenses (3%)
Education (1%)
Gallery & Gift Shop (4%)
THE CARROLL COUNTY ARTS COUNCIL IS GRATEFUL FOR THE SUPPORT OF OUR DEDICATED VOLUNTEERS.

This year was an unusual one for our beloved volunteer force. With fewer events, most of this year’s volunteer hours were for special events. Over half of the hours were for PEEPshow alone! As we begin a new season full of events, we’re excited to see our volunteers more often.

Katie Adelizzi  
Leith Allen  
Ray Arnold  
Michelle Barboza  
Dori Batavick  
Grace Batavick  
Leslie Burton  
Steve Burton  
Corynne Courpas  
Judy Cox  
Marietta Dawson  
Donna Devilbiss  
Jan Flora  
Chris Garnsey  
Patricia Greco  
Cristina Gruss  
Diane Hager  
Joseph Hamilton  
Melanie Hampton  
Aleta Harry  
Paul Hastmann  
Karen Hillman  
Tonya Howes  
Mia Hoyer  
Audrey Hudgens  
Elisabeth Hudgens  
Colton Hudgins  
JoAnn Hunter  
Kathlyn Ingram  
Nicki James  
Debbie Jenkins  
Mary Karabelas  
Dorothy Kelley  
Mary Kepple  
Carol Kolb

Julia Batavick  
Frank Baylor  
Joe Bentz  
Edmond Berman  
Heidi Berman  
Dale Brown  
Linda Brown  
Jenn Brown-Whale  
Kristine DeWitt  
Rose Mary Digby  
Donna Dougherty  
Linda Dreer  
Brenda Ecker  
Vickii Engel  
Barbara Fleming  
Dave Flora

100 VOLUNTEERS
Even during a global pandemic, Debbie was always reaching out to ask if we needed volunteers. When we were finally able to hold events again, Debbie was one of the first to sign up! Her outgoing personality, dependability, and willingness to help have made Debbie a treasured member of our volunteer crew.
THE CARROLL COUNTY ARTS COUNCIL IS THANKFUL FOR THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM PATRONS, BUSINESSES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.

$5,000+
Chris and Deborah Dugan
Peggy Tevis

$1,000+
Philip Cornblatt
Edward Jones Investments
Victoria Engel and Michael Rosner
Daniel Latta
David and Catherine Max
Ben and Claudia Rogers
Carolyn Scott
Jennifer Teeter and Frank Baylor
John and Sharon Yingling

$250+
Colleen Abbott
Dr. Alva and Mrs. Ellen Baker
Frank and Dori Batavick
William and Janeen Bates
Mona Becker and Melanie Nilsson

$250+
Dallas Snyder
Richard and Karen Soisson
Stambaugh Family
Carolyn and Erica Starr
Alan Stottlemeyer
Douglas and Pamela Velnoskey

$1,000+
Philip Cornblatt
Edward Jones Investments
Victoria Engel and Michael Rosner
Daniel Latta
David and Catherine Max
Ben and Claudia Rogers
Carolyn Scott
Jennifer Teeter and Frank Baylor
John and Sharon Yingling

$500+
Philip and Danielle Becker
Mark and Anne Blue
Edward and Nancy Feltham
David and Jan Flora
Thomas Ford
Donald and Deborah Hiltner
Doris Hull
Tim Hurley
Charles and Lyn Ingram
Carol Kolb
James Lightner
Kathleen Mayan
Jeffrey and Joan McKee
Fran Nickolas
Angela Nickolas and Chris Battles
Phillip and Janine O’Brien
Glenn and Barbara Patterson
Sondra Sarles
Clark and Stacy Shaffer

$500+
Philip and Danielle Becker
Mark and Anne Blue
Edward and Nancy Feltham
David and Jan Flora
Thomas Ford
Donald and Deborah Hiltner
Doris Hull
Tim Hurley
Charles and Lyn Ingram
Carol Kolb
James Lightner
Kathleen Mayan
Jeffrey and Joan McKee
Fran Nickolas
Angela Nickolas and Chris Battles
Phillip and Janine O’Brien
Glenn and Barbara Patterson
Sondra Sarles
Clark and Stacy Shaffer

$500+
Curtis and Andrea Berstler
Marla Boren and Arthur Gilbert
Niel Borrelli
David and Judy Braune
Lynette Brewer
Linda and Dale Brown
Gerry Bunker
Thomas Burke and Caroline Brocato
Susan Case
Robert Pelz and Sarah Case
Corynne Courpas
Susan Dipietro
Double Diamond Construction
Sherry Etherton
Art LaPenotiere and Carey Gaddis
Gary and Jane Grabowski
Donald and Janice Hobart
Nancy Johnson
Randie Johnson and Karl Kauffman

$500+
Sheila Pyatt
Blair Reid and John Glenn
Henry and Jacki Reiff
Neil Ridgely
Ferd and Carole Ruppel
Sunny Ruzbarsky
Mark and Kimberlee Schultz
Jeff and Susie Scott
Ethan and Deborah Seidel
Jerry Sipes and Judy Cox
George and Joanne Smith
Webster and Lynne Smith
Mary Smith-Luther
Carl and Kathryn Snook
Thomas Sterner and Barbara Weber
Robert and Lisa Wack
Lynn Wheeler
Carroll and Sue Yingling
Karen Yoke
Ted and JoAnn Zaleski

$100+
Tom and Jackie Alessi
Ray Arnold
Mimi Ashcraft
George Bachmann
Michelle Barboza
Diane Bastress
James Bauch
Robert and Joann Benson
Clare Berent
Ken and Barb Beverungen
Christine Bird
Franklin Bishop
Ben and AJ Blye
Ann Bollinger
Margie Boudreaux

$100+
Steve and Jayne Bowersox
Michael and Lynne Brecker
Wally and Laurel Brown
Michael Brown and Marilyn Hanchett
Jen Brown-Whale
William and Beth Burgess
Leslie Burton
Steve Burton and Judy Morley
John and Melinda Byrd
Stephanie Bystrak
Alice Caltrider
Gene and Joanne Canale
John Carter
Nancy Coats
Sherrill Cooper
Donna Crafton
Jack and Sabrina Crawmer
Paul Cular
Chris and Heidi Cull
Calvin Custen
Patrick and Vivian Daly
FROM PATRONS, BUSINESSES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.

Kathi Danish
Con and Eleanor Darcy
John and Cheryl Davis
Miller and Connie Davis
Jeff and Lisa Degitz
Joe and Genevieve DeLuca
Lori DeMoss
Corky and Donna Devilbiss
Jerry Diamond and Pat Kohler
Winifred Dulanay
Bucky Edgett and Dolores Maminski
Donna Engle
Larry Epstein and Andrea Carr
Trudy Harris
Edie Haschert
Paul and Mitzie Hastmann
Charles Hedetniemi
Jean Houck
Laura and Drew Heck
Nicholas and Rebecca Herrick
James and Nancy Hiatt
Dave and Connie Highfield
Neal and Nancy Hoffman
Pat Horner
Forest and Gayle Howell
Marc and Mia Hoyer
Richard and Linda Humbert
Bob and JoAnn Hunter
Patricia Mercer-Kalmus
Carol Middendorf
Eric Miller
Roger and Janet Miller
Robert and Ann Mondor
George and Barbara Morey
Harvey and Joyce Muller
Richard Null
Barbara Olsh
Michele Olson
Norman and Lil Osten
William and Debbie Palm
Carol Park
George and Sara Phillips
Dale and Dorothy Piper
William and Peggy Pond
Mary Scott
Gary and Beth Sergott
Wayne and Pat Shipley
George and Liz Shoffner
Sicotte Family
Lawrence and Shirley Siegel
Sier Family
Robin Hoff Skrtic
Gail Slater
Stephen Solomon
Joan Spear
Heidi Sprinkle
Sally Stair
Cheryl Steinbacher
Dorothy Stoltz
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stoner

Sandra Essich
Carol Eyre
Charles and Christine Falls
Gordon Fink
Julie Ford-Mount
Robert and Shirley Freeland
Susan J. Galicki
Les and Roseann Gartner
Ann Gifford
Glenn and Pat Goff
William and Linda Gray
James and Maryann Gregory
Sharon Gribbin-Lindemon
Etta Ray Griffin
George and Jacquelyn Grillon
Jim Haines and Becky Olson
Wanda and Dave Hall
Ken and Marty Hanks
Bill and Susan Hannon
Edward and Mary Jackson
Marty and Hope Jacobs
Zachary Jacobs
Joanne Janssen
Ilana Johnston
Lucille Kerns
Marjorie Kimble
David and JoAnne Kreider
John and JoAnn Landon
Gail Lauer-Miller
Edward and Rebecca Leister
Sally Long
Dennis and Cathy Luck
Mike and Jodi Lupco
Peter Lynn and Marylin Bell
Gail Mancha
Anna Martin
Tenney Mason and Deb Devoe
Linda Kirkpatrick and Gordon Masters
Joel and Carol Matz
Joe and Becki Maurio
Michael and Shay Ranke
Scott and Sheri Ravitz
Sharon Rech
Mike and Cindy Reilly
Lee Rice and Joan Coley
Tom and Teresa Richards
Peggy Ricker
Robert and Lorraine Riley
Connie Rooney
Gary Roop
Terry and Jacquie Rosenborough
Lyn and Marilyn Russell
Dawn Ryan
Patricia Ryan-Thiel
Tony and Susan Sager
Charles and Michele Samuel
Sharon Schaeffer
Lloyd and Cindy Schaeffer
Geary and Sharon Schwemmer
Charles and Diana Scott
Harold and Karen Scott
Norma Jean Swam
Darla Tewell
Rosalyn Thackston
Dawn Thomas
Betty Thomas
Ruth Thompson
Tim and Deborah Titus
Frank and Paula Tontala
Michael Travagl and Nancy Schmitt
Bert and Kathie Tromble
Linda Van Hart
Bill and Maria Warburton
Charlotte Watchinski
Joseph and Jennifer Wawrysinski
Janet Weatherby
Marjorie White
Sandy White
Martha Wiseman
Gottfried Wolf
Howard Young
UPCOMING 21/22 SEASON EVENTS

Live events are returning to the Carroll Arts Center this year and we can’t wait to welcome you into the theater!

The Fabulous Hubcaps
SEPT. 24, 2021

Sharón Clark
NOV. 20, 2021

National Players: A Raisin in the Sun
JAN. 22, 2022

Gaelic Mishap
MAR. 11, 2022

A.J. Croce
JUNE 10, 2022

Call the Box Office for tickets or buy online!

91 W. Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
410.848.7272
CarrollCountyArtsCouncil.org